High resolution analysis of chromosome 3p alterations in cervical carcinoma.
Although loss of heterozygosity (LOH) for loci on chromosome 3p is a common event in cervical carcinoma (CC), the frequency and affected regions of 3p are inconsistent among studies. Here we report a comprehensive analysis of LOH on 3p in 66 primary tumors and 16 CC-derived cell lines using a high density of marker loci. Clonal LOH was found in over 70% of primary tumors, and the patterns of loss indicated four to five target regions, with 3p14 being the most frequent. The majority of tumors had complex patterns of allelic imbalance, with regions of subclonal and clonal losses often present in individual tumors. We exploited marker homozygosity in CC-derived cell lines as an indirect measure of LOH and identified four homozygous deletions (HDs) during this analysis at loci located within the 3p14.2 region to which the FHIT gene has been mapped recently. This led to a careful reevaluation of the LOH patterns in primary CCs, which showed apparent retention of heterozygosity for loci in this region indicative of the presence of several additional HDs. To our knowledge, this is the first report of HDs encompassing the FHIT gene region in primary tumor samples and underscores the usefulness of high resolution genetic analysis of tumor genomes in determining the chromosomal aberrations underlying the malignant progression of CC.